My War Memories, 1914-1918
to cross the Vistula;   instead of driving the enemy back they were driven back themselves.
With the Guard R,C. we did our best to prevent disaster on the Austrian left; but in vain. The Russians pressed forward from Novo Alexandria and Ivangorod and crossed the Vistula at the mouth of the Pilica also.
I only learnt casually of the Austrian ist Army's decision to fall back on Radom. Lieut.-Colonel Hoffman immediately entered a protest on behalf of the Guard R.C. The Austrian ist Army managed to hold on for a few hours, which was something to be thankful for. Help had been sent to the Guard R.C., but an attack over the Pilica in a north-south direction was not to be thought of, as the troops protecting its right flank were giving way.
The nth A.C. was moved by forced marches to the region north-east of Lodz, to support the left wing of Mackensen's group.
The situation had entirely changed owing to the Austrian Army having retired from Ivangorod to Radom. A strong forward movement on the whole of the Vistula front was to be expected from the enemy. We doubted whether the Austrian troops would be able to resist them. South of the Vistula too, the Austrian position had become increasingly critical. All hope of a favourable decision by force of arms had finally vanished. If the gth Army stood where it was it would ultimately be surrounded and defeated. The destruction of the Austrian Army would then follow as a matter of course. The Qth Army had to be withdrawn in order to be able to operate again. It was clear that this movement would affect the Austrian troops but the Russian attacks would have compelled them to retire in any case.
The subsequent Austro-Hungarian complaint that their army had retired because the gth Army was withdrawn is both true and untrue. It conceals the fact that the retirement of the gth Army was solely due to the breakdown of the Austrian Army which had fought so gallantly at the beginning of the war, but had not yet recovered from the effects of the Battle of Lemberg.
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